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TAMIL NADU PUBLIC
SERVICE COMMISSION

The list of register numbers of candidates selected provisionally
for appointment by direct recruitment to the post of Jailor in the
Tamil Nadu Jail Service, 2007-2008 for which Oral Test was held
on 29.01.2010 :
00101261 00102092 00105024 01001271 02702051

The result of the candidates with the following register numbers
is WITHHELD pending acceptance of qualification and receipt of certain
documents called for from them:
00101116 01901076 02502172 02602225

RESERVE LIST
List of Register numbers of candidates who have been placed in

the Reserve List under the following categories and the position of
the candidates in the Reserve List are furnished in the brackets
against their Register Numbers:

GENERAL TURN (GENERAL) : 01003147(1)
BACKWARD CLASS (OTHER THAN
BC-MUSLIMS) (GENERAL) : 01003147(1)
MOST BACKWARD CLASS/DENOTIFIED
COMMUNITY (WOMEN) : 00103160(1)
SCHEDULED CASTE (GENERAL) : 02801070(1)
SCHEDULED CASTE (WOMEN) : 01002214(1)
The result of the candidates with register numbers 01703234

and 02602126 placed in the Reserve List is WITHHELD pending receipt
and acceptance of certain documents called for from them /
acceptance of qualification.

The candidates in the Reserve List will be considered for allotment
from the respective categories against the vacancies caused due to
any of following reasons:
(i) Non-joining duty of selected candidates.
(ii) Selected candidates who joined duty but left thereafter.
(iii) Cancellation of Provisional  selection  of  the  selected candidates

for any reason.
The Reserve List is valid till the drawal of the next select list for

this post by the Commission.

Note : The selection of the candidates is purely provisional  subject to
the  outcome of the WPs relating to this recruitment, pending before
the Hon’ble High Court of Judicature at Madras or at Madurai Bench of
the Madras High Court
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